
SAFETY PLAN FOR SINGLE WOMEN
 What are my beliefs and values for dating and creating healthy boundaries?

1. What does the Bible/Jesus says about healthy and unhealthy sexuality?

2.  How important is it for me to date someone of the opposite sex that has the same moral values as I have?

1              2              3              4              5              6              7              8              9              10

Not Important                                                                                                                          Very Important

Explain.

3. What do I see as the benefits of walking in sexual purity before I marry or re-marry?

These are my personal daily attitudes and tasks that I could incorporate in my life to walk out a healthy 
Christian walk. Put an “S” next to the ones you struggle with the most. Put an “E” next to those that are 
the easiest for you to walk in. Put a check next to the ones you’d like to commit to:

____ 1. I see others as valuable creations of God and treat them accordingly.

____ 2. I see myself as a valued creation of God and treat myself accordingly.

____ 3. My Christian beliefs and behaviors towards sex are the same.

____ 4. I have same sex peers to whom I am accountable for walking out my Christian values.

____ 5. I make daily devotions a priority.

____ 6. I keep commitments to friends, family and God.

____ 7. I keep commitments to goals, meetings and church.

____ 8. I reach out to others rather than isolate.

____ 9. I am able to daily identify my fears and feelings.

____ 10. I try to resolve problems that come up each day rather than carry them into the next day.

Who can I be accountable with fully incorporating these into my lifestyle? ____________________________



4.  These are some healthy boundaries I have put in place to help me walk out my Christian values as I 
date. Write in your own words a summary and then answer specifics with questions that follow. 

 What are my limits sexually?

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 What is my target in this relationship? What do I hope to learn? What do I want to experience?

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 If I am currently in a relationship, this is when I will share my sexual limits with the man I am with.

Date and time _________________________________________________________________________________

 The above statements are my commitment to draw the line sexually.

Signature ______________________________________________________    Date ________________________

 These will be the women who will hold me accountable:

_____________________________________________     ______________________________________________


